
(life, the rehearsal) 
Text by Yr Lovely Dead Moon 

 In a dream sequence, I look to the bible, to Liza Minelli in cabaret, the speeches of 
Martin Luther King, the bombing of Syria, the voice of your mother in the cradle, the slow 
burn of the 9-5. 
In a repetition of the beginning the narrative prevails but never ends. In-distinguishability, 
between the beer and the screen, this room and my mind. The giving up into strange 
loops, the collective forgetting, the eternal nostalgia, the dampened and flattened, 
everything the same, equal, but two worlds, the white and the black, superimposed, the 
ocean of pixelated memory… 

the trees  
like shadows 
gesture 
to something else 
the shadows  
like water 
nothing more or less 
than glassy eyed 
reflections 

how could there be 
anything else?

And this is where the story begins, I thought;  
The history of everything in no particular order. 

 At the very bottom of everything, slinking through the dewy undercurrents there was 
a hand. 
And the hand was drawing itself. 

Its wide rimmed teeth were itching, 
for succulence. 

it 

sunk its teeth into its own thumb. 
And as the blood poured from the wound in luminescent strings, these strings called with 
the passing of the stirring water. 

                   This was the first sound. 



 The water was thick with early life forms. A territorial nothingness containing only 
pulsating blackened outlines, slipping, ever so slowly beyond their forms. 

An isotonic mist sparked from the pressure of gyrating rocks. 
Clattering. 

The metallic smell of blood and metal  wound its way through the water. 

This like an ancient body waking from sleep, a smell.    
       

A cavern mustered from a collapsed hollow within the hand. The pressure of the ocean’s 
waves buckled the skin outwards and with a final burst two holes appeared. This became 
the nose and the cavern a stomach. 
  
      A slow deep grin from the bottom of the ocean. 

The no-thing forms folding inwards with possibility. 

It’s possible, thought the hand. sensing a sudden lightness in the water surrounding it,  
It’s possible that i could contain these sensations, beyond this flat wall of everything. 

   And this was the first thought.

Time hovvvvered, 
rock crumbled and flooded the underworld in splices. 

Crackled. 
Opening, 
and closing. 
Vocals chords, 
sticky, 
a love-like 
creak. 

Like one and one-thousand jewels, the hand found itself endlessly reflected in the ripples 
of the water. 
Finally, In this clearing of light and sand the hand felt the meaning of its own creation 
beating down upon its wrinkled skin.  

Pulled towards the warm pleasure of the light, it soon found itself in drunken ecstasy, 
shooting upwards through the water. With this hardening of momentum, nerve fibres were 
forced back into the dome-like pleasure receptors. First drawing water in, then hardening 
and softening again with saline. The solution filled with colour which ricocheted back and 
forth amongst the walls and the cell. The colours cast themselves forms and these forms 
cast themselves shadows onto the walls of the caves. 

 Two yellow eyes opened.         
  Shining in the deep. 

               The hand broke the surface by the shore. 



 Above the surface the red sea had parted. glass cabinets of water rose above the 
sea bed. For 50,000 miles they soared up into the sky, engulfing the world in a watery 
womb. All creatures floated solemnly above the hand, gazing down at its grace and its 
nakedness. 

“Just remember” called the Hydrophiinae. “Water existed before all life”

Is was then that it began with everything.  

A pitch sounded, so shrill it could not but heard but instead seen as a great white light. 
Gazing so honestly into this light, this grace, the hand fell, and it kept falling. 
until 
      it  
         reached  
                      the  
                           bottom 
                                      again. 
But this time it was different. A vibration tumbled up from within its core, solidifying into a 
sweeping gesture, then a knocking. A knocking on the heart right up the rib cage, right up 
the neck, up the larynx and spat out into the mouth. 

          This was the first laugh. 

The sound shot the sky and the giant sun cracked through it’s centre. A deep transparent 
black seeped out and engulfed the world.

Déjà vu 

“Oh”. I said from inside my body.  “This is how the black world began.” 
I was lying down. I needed a piss. 

In the dark shadows of morning I stumbled out of bed. 
A thin strip of moonlight had illuminated the soggy floor boards beneath my window. My 
eye latched on to a dark circular knuck in the wood.  
  
Seeing this Knuck, softly… I began to feel its shape inside me, it’s peculiarity and its 
specificity. I also felt, or increasingly knew that this knuck belonged inside a tree. And 
therefore my body was somehow a tree, or a tree was my body. I felt my roots extending 
deep beneath me… 

It was a slow movement, a thick liquid descending in a slow invasion. And then a scatter, 
an alien stutter, across the courtyard outside. 

The room was cold and expanding. Universal laws were, quite casually, breaking down. 
Looking down now with only one eye, down the straight centre of my nose, the head 
receded as if looking from the backwards end of a telescope. 
No worries, I thought, as my feet tapered away. 

I submitted. 



I submitted because I had to realise, the head of Lenin was, in fact, really there on the 
floor, beneath me, gazing, with painful sincerity, into my dilated pupils. 

And with an unexpected deep breath (and although the knuck still looked like Lenin), thats 
what it became. Something which looked like lenin.  
“I’ve never seen a real Lenin anyway.” I muttered.  
In fact, I thought, I was never alive when a real Lenin existed. I know of lennin from history 
books, from school classes and images… there is no real experiential Lenin to me, and 
although his knuck stands with real clarity, i have no word for it beyond the word knuck, i 
don’t even know if knuck is a real word… 
This chain of thoughts brought me comfort somehow. Now I could just carry on. I’d go to 
get a glass of water, then have a piss, maybe stretch a little and then I could go back to 
be…  

Of course, Valcratz was there when I returned.  

Presque vu 

  
 That morning, In the kitchen, the window was steamed up with smoke. Eva, in her 
pants, was cooking up some coffee by the stove. She smiled her inwards smile. I smiled 
back, but still I felt unsure, overwhelmed by the level of trust I put in this smile. The edges 
of her lips curved off into her hair and her hair spiralled off into the smoke. The smoke 
touched my skin and I felt invaded. 

After a coffee, my thoughts settled a little. We talked about the meanings of our bodies, 
possession and eventually children. And finally it occurred to me that I could be pregnant. 
“I haven’t had my period.” I told her. 
“Thats normal.” She replied. “But how long has it been though?” 
I couldn’t quite remember.

Jamais Vu 

 That night, I dragged myself out of the flat, to the edge of the canal. I furrowed 
myself over the water. After quitting my job in a kitchen days earlier, and now living off 
money from my aunt, I had been sinking into a meaninglessness.  

A man sat down a few meters away from my spot. Hardcore blared from his portable 
speakers and his glassy eyes reflected the roots and fishes of the deep bed. I sat by his 
side, invisible, and listened to the tinny music and steady rhythm of his breath. 

My period was a marker of my self, and it wasn't there. 
How impossible it is,  I thought, to imagine a life that isn't. 

Suddenly, Kalle is by my side. 
“Colonialism hits home” he says. “The west cant handle it.” 
“We close the gates upon ourselves.” 



“No.” he says. “that’s too zen for politics.” 
I found this comment embarrassing. 
“Where is the separation?” I ask. 
“Capitalism.” 
“Still” I say, with anxiety. “Where do you draw the line?” 

Somewhere a gun is fired. 
 
Kalle left, I walked home alone, shivering from the spring wind. The hangover blunted the 
edges of my vision. I found it difficult to believe myself. 
Somehow, I was convinced that Kalle had never been by the river. 

Kalle 

                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                   

Back in the House 

Back in the house, I felt sick, I was unsure. I dared not just stand around. 
I try to be productive, but somehow i’m on you tube watching a video’s of people falling 
over. I felt my brain pounding against my skull, my pulse in my ear canals. I realised, I  
knew little to nothing about the current affairs of 2016. I read the news in an attempt to 
change this. I read that Chelsea manning has attempted suicide and faces indefinite 
solitary confinement. As Chelsea is lowered into hell, or life, or limbo, find myself here in 
luxury, banging my head against the screen. 
I am so bitter.  
I am so young.  
I am a young post-ironic Dostoyevsky character. Sometimes, ‘I hate myself’ (just like 
everybody else). 

Sarah gazed at me over a Bloody Mary. I was somewhere else entirely. 
“You.” She says my name. I didn’t recognise it immediately but still I found myself looking 
back. 
Valcratz beside me, jabs me with his fingers. 

Spit it out, he says. Spit at her. 



I hold myself back from spitting but instead I imagine us fucking, on Eva’s floor. Images 
arrive as if part of a powerpoint presentation to a board room. I’m in a tower, in canary 
wharf. I can see  London descending behind me in flames. I look to the screen and press 
the controller with a mechanical ease. Screen shots of google searches arrive, someone 
had typed in “Me and Sarah Fucking on Eva’s floor’. I refresh the screen. I refresh it again. 
More and more images beat down on my chest and the board room with orgasmic 
catharsis. Sarah, still looking at me. 

At this point she is overwhelmed by her life as surplus. (This is an AD BREAK: our new 
mastercard advert).
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I’m falling deep into a web; Into an imagined s elf. 

“I’m falling in love with you over the internet”.  

Im falling out of myself in this process.  
   I must possess myself, become a process of possession, to possess 
myself again. 
Posession of the should  be/ could be/ endless possibility of, 
the nothingness that I am am am, 

I am, 

and the everything you are. 

Smoke trickles across the summits in rings, bodies are dragged across borders. 



‘Having no home’. I’m out just long enough to see myself type this into into google. I find 
adverts from BP for prosthetic limbs. 

(By this point she has entered another world) 

This world was exactly the same as the last world but in this world she was inside of her 
body.  
After, what she counted to be, 7 references to Lenin, she knew that everything was real, 
Hyper-real. 
And the, she remembered abruptly, that she didn’t remember anything at all. 
She was she, not I, but she. 
And then there was he, with his bald head and fucking massive hands. 

Post Euporia 

do you remember history? 
do you remember its music? 

she heard that women once sang 
once called 
from mountain to mountain 
to find one another 

do you remember the moment of revolution 
that the product 
became the subject 
full automation 

think back to that time 
you first went out alone 
and together 
and you your found your tears bled in pixels 
with the beauty 
of the flatness 

and the sound of that void 
a revelation 
meant only for you 

simultaneous  
lostness and freedom 
reflected back into you 
over virtual lakes 

the world ended here in this death dance with myself 

No, no, no. I’ll have none of that, I thought finally closing the Laptop. 



(she was out) I was really starting to embarrass myself. It was starting to sound like Holly 
Hennerdon. Absolute shite. 
             
Yes, yes, said Valcratz from behind the sofa, fucking eat her. Eat up all that shit.

The Mountain 

 I was running now. Running up the mountain into a perfect sky (Valcratz now a 
huge homunculus just behind me). I was taking him to the summit where we could end this 
once and for all. 

The day before he followed me to the river and pushed a man into the canal.  
I started screaming but everyone just walked past me like I was crazy. Of course I was. 
Tears streamed down my face like piss, my face screwed into a scrap heap. 
The figures kept walking, heads down, faces like stone whilst the man stood soaked and 
still I screamed. I screamed and screamed, and the loader I screamed the less they cared.  

In this moment, I was more monster than human. I knew then something had to give. 

I was breathing so deep it burned. Looking over my shoulder I saw that Valcratz was 
having no problems dragging his wrinkled and legless body up the hill with his hands. His 
mouth hung open in anticipation, his eye lids looming deep. I suppose he thought he was 
chasing me, maybe he was. I suppose he thought that  when I ran out of energy, he would 
finally get me and invade me crawl up inside me and explode his guts all over my 
insides… 

  
In leaving 

“In carriage four we are providing freshly ground lattes, cappuccinos tea, and alcoholic 
beverages on this service here today. We want to keep you entertained and fuelled on 
your journey down to London ladies and gentlemen. Thank-you.” 

Sit back, said Valcratz. 
Sit back and GIVE IN TO HIM.  
“Why?” I asked. 

SO LATER, YOU WILL SUBMIT TO ME. He growled.  

Valcraztz slowly started undressing the girl in front of me with his massive hands.  
‘Stop it’ I hissed beneath my fingers. “Fucking Stop it”. 

Watch me, he says. Watch the political economy unfold. 
He leans his tiny shoulders inwards and slashes a bite out of her white neck. He flexes 
backwards in delight.  

At this point, I decided to look out the window instead. I saw fields rolling off into baron 
hills. Nothing changes, I thought.



In Arriving 

 Arriving in Euston, I hauled my bags up the stairs. The weight left me breathless. I 
felt like a pen had exploded in my brain, ink trickled down my spine, turning my blood 
black. I let my knees hit the last step and my head hit the ground shortly after. With my left 
eye, I watched as thousands of bodies passed by my head.  

 Like starlings, like water, like the fabrics of a tapestry woven into a rich order, they 
passed by with the purest of ignorance.  

I saw myself as nothing but a loose molecule, a cancerous cell, the black sky of night,  the 
prehistoric resonance of universal trauma. I screamed right down to the bottom of my 
stomache. I was tumbling, deep into the bottom of the ocean.  

Somewhere deep a flicker stirred, the motion of a soundless word. There I was in my 
cradle, hungover. A vibration tumbled up from within my core, solidifying into a sweeping 
gesture, then a knocking. a knocking on the heart right up the rib cage, right up the neck, 
up the larynx and spat out into the mouth. 

“The universe loves you.” I heard myself say. “But it doesn’t care.”

 I stood up looked back to face Valcraztz once more, but I found nothing there.

Back in the house, I felt sick, but I was sure; i knew what I had to do. I dared not just stand 
around. 
I open my laptop and see an ad for luxury cruises in Brittany. 
I think of the the Queen Mary, and the titanic, and thousands of victorian bodies crashing 
into an iceberg.  
I think about the Atlantic, I think about Transatlantic communications cable, and I knew 
where he was. 
I click on an image of a boat, nothing happens  I refresh the screen, again and again and 
again,  the computer is crashing, I click again and again and finally, I smash my head into 
the screen. 

The Waves 

The sea was vicious when I arrived at the power station.  
The night was bright. Black waves crashed down upon the titanium tube which incased the 
cable. 
somewhere deep within the wire, the hand lay still and inhuman.  
I could smell him. I could smell Valcratz. He fucking stank. 

I start the chainsaw. The only way to break the wire is with force. I have to jump down. 
Once i’ve hit the sea, the waves will kill me very quickly, but if I am precise the force of the 
jump can slice the wire in two and behead the beast. 



‘I am the god of being disgusting’ I shouted. With this I jumped up on to the metal railing 
and threw myself off the walkway into the deep, black ocean. 

The Invsible Hand  

on the other side of the walkway he saw a woman foaming at the mouth 
her eyes rolled back into her head and her body slipping she was dancing on top of a 
beam above power station  

fuck, he thought and made towards her 

with each forward gesture he felt his body slowing down dreamlike 
in marshmallow air 
the hairs on his head hovered 
each strand strung 
the highest pitch on a violin 
calling 
through  
marshmallow mesh  

further away still this other man embedded 
with seeing this man with a violence 
in a fist  

and later a head hitting cold 
concrete  

he felt his movement  

thrust upon his heart some pain in his cock some tearing in the gut  

all the pointless nights spent 
trying to fuck 
out all the deepest darkest desires they giggle playfully at his surface  

he steps from building to building in dreams 
a thousand houselights pulled inwards to the heart 
he meets his parents at the top of an old mill and he tells them its over  

the water kept rising above the city the cathedral 
it’s really over he says please don’t hurt me anymore  

the waves  

just float  

his father walking to work the day before one foot 
and then another  



these here he thinks demonstrates it all keeps going keeps moving  

after pleasure and pain before, 
the things i have done  

banana sandwich at the lunch break kids in the kids section reading about fucking thinking 
i don’t care  

(he couldn’t)  

banana oozed between his teeth demonic 
beckonings re-emerge from the bardo  

passing the light 
he has passed a thousand times over  

   

She draws a circle, she’s in the library on her laptop, doing nothing again  

sticky philosophically day off quite alone again trying to create something out of nothing  

her hand compulsively circles the same blue biro outline, pulling her thoughts back to a 
time when she was young. waking up super early for school 
birds calling clearer than day 
too fresh  
too clean 
too much time  
and after years she felt a similar dull pain to now 
a future of forever and nothingness.  

but now she knew 
12 years working in a kitchen real nothingness  

a waste a real joke  

in herself she felt, deep down in her gut an inability  

to follow it all through  

taking another bite of food before the first is swallowed  

where was her story? 
this, she supposed, the hungry ghost, the bored ghost  

she saw blue dotted with drizzle creeping through the obstructed window  

eternity framed by aged plastic beams 
it framed memory in-distinguished, waiting and wanting she found herself in this view  

in the space in between torness 
always torness  



in the space in between  

  her hand was speeding up now where was her story 
what the fuck happened  

the circle flowing now, like a clock like a wave 
she shivers  

the second hand wavers 
his teeth grind on the edge of collapse  

where he was  

and she and he  

was by a crossroad 
at an angle obtuse 
in which any action become the actions of the other by an invisible hand  

circling  

the wave takes them up up the mountain going up 
up like mohammed boxer up where time stops  

he keeps ascending balanced on beams of light calling across planes  

Pop. Her head blows up.  

trumpets of orange 
and clattering of metal timbres scattered across a thousand seas  

no head 
floating in marshmallow land 

No particular order to the history of everything 

the trees  
like shadows 
gesture 
to something else 
the shadows  
like water 
nothing more or less 
than glassy eyed 
reflections 

how could there be 



anything else? 

the ocean of pixelated memory, superimposed, the black and the white, but two worlds, 
equal, everything the same, the dampened and flattened, the eternal nostalgia, the 
collective forgetting, The giving up into strange loops, the sea  and my mind, the beer and 
the screen. 

In a repetition of the beginning the narrative prevails but never ends, the slow burn of the 
9-5, the voice of your mother in the cradle, the bombing of Syria, the speeches of Martin 
Luther King, Liza Minelli in cabaret, The Bible, the dream sequence.


